TILLAMOOK COUNTY  REWITNESS  
SEC.  33  
COR.  T 15  R 9  W.\WM.  
S. E.  DLC. # 38  

HISTORICAL:  
Book  Page  Maps  
4  90  A-641  
S3  136  A-1724  
1  97  P-18  41  

REPORTED  AS  2"  IP  
CONDITION  GOOD  
FOUND:  1/2"  IP  &  BOTTOM  OF  SPR.  LIMB  BK4  R.  90  
FD.  GOOD  
P.H.D.  POLE  31' 0"  FEET  BK4  R.  90  
FD.  GOOD  
P.H.D.  GUY  POLE  9'10"  FEET  BK4  R.  90  

COMMENTS:  

REWITNESS  

1  SET  2"  IRON  PIPE  WITH  3"  BRASS  CAP  IN  10"  TILE  &  CONCRETE  
IN  POSITION  OF  FD.  1/2"  IP  NOW  LAYING  BY  MONUMENT  
86"  HAT  SECTION  EAST  5'  S.E.T.  

NEW  ACCESSORY:  

COMMENTS:  THIS  CORNER  IS  LOCATED  6'  6"  
EAST  OF  THE  FOG  LINE  STRIPE  ON  MCCORMICK  LOOP  
COUNTY  ROAD  AT  1  THE  P.I.  OF  THE  CURVE  &  15'  
SOUTH  OF  A  FENCE  GATE.  

IN  THE  PRESENCE  OF:  DAN  MCNUTT  GALE  ARTHUR  

DATE:  12-17-26  
PHOTO#:  

*  =  County  corner  tag  affixed.  
-  Copy  of  county  tag  affixed.